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Hills in* Montgomeryshire, a full hundred miles from where it

now falls into the Bristol Channel. Along this broad sound,

every spring, when the northern ice began to break up,
- for its

era was that of the British glacier and iceberg,
-

huge ice-floes

caine drifting in shoals from the Scottish coast, loaded under

neath with the granitic blocks which they had. enveloped when

forming in friths and estuaries; and, as they floated along, the

loosened boulders dropped on the sea-bottom beneath. Here lie

scores in the comparatively still water, and there lie hundreds

where the conflicting tides dashed fierce and strong. In the

tract extending from the hamlet of Trescot to the village of

Trysull, in the south-western parts of Staffordshire," says Sir

Roderick Murchison, "the quantity, and occasionally gigantic

dimensions, of these northern boulders (several tons in weight)

may well excite surprise, seeing that they there occupy one of

the most central districts of England. Here the farmer is

incessantly laboring to clear the soil, either by burying them,

or by piling them up into walls or hedge-banks; and his toil,

like that of Sisyphus, seems interminable; for in many spots

new crops of them, as it were, appear as fast as the surface is

relieved from its sterilizing burden. So great, indeed, is their

abundance, that an observer unacquainted with the region

would feel persuaded lie was approaching the foot of some vast

granitic range; and yet the source of their origin is one hun

dred and fifty miles distant."

There are few things that speak more powerfully to the.

imagination of the geologist than the geography of his science.

It seems natural to man to identify the solid globe which he

inhabits by its great external features, particularly by its pecu

liar arrangement of continent and ocean. We at once recog

nize it in the prints of our popular astronomical treatises, as

seen from the moon, or through the telescope from some of the
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